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Lab 1 - Introduction to Angular
In this lab we will build a Hello World style Angular component. The key focus is to
learn how to install all the required code and use them from the browser. We wont get too
deep into Angular at this point.

Part 1 - Start the Web Server
__1. Open a command prompt window.
__2. Change directory to the nginx folder.
cd C:\Software\nginx-1.4.3

__3. Run this command to start the web server.

LY

start nginx

O
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__4. Open a web browser and enter the URL:
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http://localhost

__5. Make sure that you see the welcome page.
If you ever need to shutdown Ngnix, enter this command:
nginx -s stop
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Part 2 - Create a Project
Angular needs a lot of boiler plate code even for the simplest of projects. To save time a
starter project is given to you. Throughout these labs we will create our projects from this
starter project.
__1. Copy C:\LabFiles\project-seed.zip to the web server's document root folder:
C:\Software\nginx-1.4.3\html.
__2. Extract the ZIP file within the document root.
__3. Rename the extracted folder to hello.
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__4. The file system should look like this at this point.

U
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We are not quite ready to run this project. Before we do that let's get to know more about
the boiler plate code given to you.

Part 3 - The Anatomy of a Simple Angular Project

EV

AL

Angular framework is released as several separate modules. For example, common, core,
http, router etc. In addition, Angular depends on third party projects such as rxjs and
zone.js. Manually downloading these modules can be cumbersome and error prone. This
is why we use Node Package Manager (NPM) to download them.
You can use your favorite editor to edit code during these labs. For your convenience we
have included the Notepad++ editor located under C:\Software\NotepadPlus.
__1. Open package.json from the hello folder in an editor.
This file declares the packages we have dependency on. Specifically the dependencies
property lists packages that we need at compile and runtime. The devDependencies
section lists packages that we need for certain development tasks. You will see
typesecript listed there. We need this to be able to compile our TS code into JS.
To save time and to take into account that your lab environment may not have Internet
access we have already installed all the packages.
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__2. Open a command prompt window and go to the html/hello directory.
cd C:\Software\nginx-1.4.3\html\hello

You can run this command to install all the packages if you have access to the Internet.
npm install

Note: The starter project project-seed.zip was created in Windows. If you are running
this lab in any other OS you must re-install all Node modules.
__3. Run this command to list what have been installed.
list

--depth=0
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npm
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__4. These packages are physically located inside the node_modules folder. Have a
quick look at it.

AL

Next, we will look at the simple source code of the template project. We have not covered
much of TypeScript or Angular yet. So do not worry too much about the details. There
will be plenty of more labs to learn the details.

EV

__5. Open hello/app/hello.component.ts in an editor.
import { Component } from '@angular/core';
@Component({
selector: 'hello',
template: '<h1>Hello Angular 2!</h1>'
})
export class HelloComponent { }

The import statement is loading the @angular/core module and bringing the
"Component" name into the current namespace. Which means we can now start using the
"Component" name for its intended purpose, which may be anything from a class name
to a variable name. In this particular case "Component" is a decorator. By using the
decorator with the HelloComponent class we are saying that HelloComponent is an
Angular component.
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We are also adding a few meta data elements to the decorator. The selector property
declares the HTML tag for the component. The template property states the HTML
content of the component.
__6. Next open hello/app/app.module.ts.
import { NgModule }
from '@angular/core';
import { BrowserModule } from '@angular/platform-browser';
import { HelloComponent } from './hello.component';
@NgModule({
imports:
[ BrowserModule ],
declarations: [ HelloComponent ],
bootstrap:
[ HelloComponent ]
})
export class AppModule { }

O
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One of the main points of this file is to import the 'HelloComponent' declared in the other
file into the 'Module' declared by this file. This file also declares the class 'AppModule'
which indicates what component declarations are part of the module for the application.
Note the “bootstrap” setting that also points to the 'HelloComponent'.

N

__7. Next open hello/app/main.ts.
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import { platformBrowserDynamic }
from '@angular/platform-browser-dynamic';
import { AppModule } from './app.module';
const platform = platformBrowserDynamic();
platform.bootstrapModule(AppModule);

EV

AL

The main goal of this file is to “bootstrap” the 'AppModule' class declared in the file you
just saw. This is a function that binds a component to the DOM. Essentially, this will
instantiate the component wherever the "hello" tag appears in the DOM.
__8. Finally, open hello/index.html.
Notice that despite having dependency on so many modules we have only a handful of
<script> tags. Not even Angular is showing up anywhere in the <script> tags. This is
because majority of the modules are loaded asynchronously and only as needed by a
module loader. Within our TS code we use import to load a module. From HTML we
need to use System.import API call. This is a standard API. However, none of the
browsers today support it. SystemJS is an open source JavaScript module loader that
provides a shim (drop in replacement) for it. We will use SystemJS in these labs to load
modules.
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Observe this code in index.html:
<script>
System.import('app').catch(function(err){ console.error(err);
</script>

});

This will load the "app" module. But where is the "app" module defined? Here "app" is
just a symbolic name for our hello/app/main.ts. This mapping is done in the
systemjs.config.js file. We will look at that shortly.
__9. Look at this HTML.
<hello>Loading...</hello>

The <hello> tag will be replaced by the HTML content of our component.

LY

__10. Open hello\systemjs.config.js in an editor.

N
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packages: {
app: {
main: './main.js',
defaultExtension: 'js'
},

O
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__11. We will keep the details of SystemJS configuration for another lab. For now, just
look at the line shown in bold face below.

AL

This tells SystemJS that when we try to load the "app" module by calling
System.import("app") it will need to make a HTTP request for "app/main.js".

EV

Part 4 - Compile TypeScript Code
TypeScript code needs to be compiled into JavaScript before we can run it in a browser.
__1. From the command prompt go to the root folder of our project html/hello.
__2. Run this command to compile TypeScript.
npm

run

tsc
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Note. During the Labs you will use this command prompt window to compile the
projects, leave it open all the time. If you close it simply open a new command prompt
window and change to the project folder.
Our package.json has set up tsc as a script task. This allowed us to run the compiler
using the "npm run" command.
Alternatively, you can install typescript globally:
npm install typescript -g
After that you can simply enter this command in the project's root folder to compile
TypeScript:
tsc

Part 5 - Test

LY

__1. Open a browser and enter the URL:
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http://localhost/hello/
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__2. After a few seconds you should see this page.

Part 6 - Change the Component Code
We will make a small change.
__1. Open hello/app/hello.component.ts in an editor.
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__2. Make the change shown in bold face below.
@Component({
selector: 'hello',
template: '<h1>I say: {{message}}</h1>'
})
export class HelloComponent {
message: string = "Howdy partner!";
}

Now our component has some state in the form of a field called message. We are
rendering the value of this "message" variable in HTML using the {{message}} syntax.
This is an example of one way data binding where data is taken from the component and
shown in DOM.
__3. Save the file.

tsc

N

run

O

npm

LY

__4. Compile the code once again.
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__5. Refresh the browser. You should see the change.

EV

__6. Close all open files.

Part 7 - Review

Our goal in this lab was to take a look at a basic Angular application and go through the
workflow of compiling TypeScript.
First we learned that our code is written in TypeScript which needs to be transpiled into
JavaScript.
Next, we briefly looked at how module loading works with SystemJS. Within the code
we load modules using the import statement. At runtime SystemJS loads these modules
asynchronously using Ajax. There is no need to add these JavaScript files to the HTML
using <script> tags.
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Lab 2 - Introduction to TypeScript
TypeScript is a superset of JavaScript ES6. Its main contribution is to make ES6 strongly
typed. The compiler can catch many type related problems. Strong typing also allows an
editor to offer code completion, refactoring and code navigation.
In this lab we will get introduced to the type system of TypeScript.

Part 1 - Variable Types
__1. Within the hello/app folder of the web server's document root create a file called
play.ts. Make sure the file does not have an extension like '.txt' automatically added to it.
__2. In this file add these lines to define and print a numerical variable.
var age: number = 20

LY

console.log(age)

N

This ":number" bit comes from TypeScript. The rest is basic JavaScript.

O

__3. Save changes.

tsc

U
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run
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npm
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__4. From the command prompt go to the html/hello folder. Then run this command to
compile the code.

__5. Make sure that there are no errors.
__6. Then enter this command to run the code.
node

app/play

You should see the '20' output to the prompt.
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__7. Now we will deliberately introduce a type error. In play.ts initialize the age variable
like this.
var age: number = "Too old"

__8. Save changes.
__9. Compile the code again. This time there will be an error like this.

LY

This is a simple illustration of type safety.

Part 2 - Function Argument Types

O

N

__1. Delete all lines in play.ts.

N

__2. Add a function like this.

printPerson("Billy", 8)
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function printPerson(name:string, age:number) {
console.log(`Name: ${name} age: ${age}`)
}

EV

__3. Save changes.

AL

Watch out for the string with back ticks. It is a template string where you can insert
variables using ${variable} syntax.
__4. Compile the code.
npm run tsc

__5. Run it.
node app/play
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__6. Try calling the function with invalid data type like this and save.
printPerson(8, "Billy")

__7. Verify that this does not compile.

Part 3 - Class and Inheritance
We will learn about class and inheritance in this section. We will model various products
sold by a travel company like tours, shows and dining.
__1. Delete all lines in play.ts.
__2. Add a class like this.

N

LY

class Product {
title: string;
price: number;
id: number;

N

O

constructor(id: number) {
this.id = id
}

U
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printDetails() {
console.log(`Title: ${this.title}`)
console.log(`ID: ${this.id}`)
console.log(`Price: ${this.price}`)
}

AL

}

EV

__3. Add another class that inherits from Product.
class Tour extends Product {
duration: string;
constructor(id: number, duration: string) {
super(id);
this.duration = duration
}
printDetails() {
super.printDetails()
console.log(`Duration: ${this.duration}`)
}

}
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__4. Write a function that takes a Product as argument.
function test(p: Product) {
p.printDetails()
}

__5. Next, create an instance of Tour and call printProduct().
var t = new Tour(1, "8 hours")
t.title = "Trip to the Taj Mahal"
t.price = 1200.00
test(t)

LY

The key thing to observe here is that even though test() takes as argument a Product it
will actually invoke the printDetails() method of the Tour class.

N

__6. Save changes.

O

__7. Compile.
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__8. Run.

•

cuisine of type string.
childPrice of type number.

EV

•

AL

__9. You will do this step all on your own. Add a class called Dining that extends Product
and has these fields:

Create an instance of it and pass it to the test() function.
This ability for a Tour object to appear as Product is called polymorphism. Inheritance is
one of the ways to achieve polymorphism. The other being interface. We will get into that
next.
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Part 4 - Interface
An interface in TS describes the shape of an object. An interface lists a set of variables
and methods. An object or class claiming to conform to that interface must declare those
variables and methods.
In our ongoing example we have received a few new requirements.
•

Products like Tour and Dining are bookable. We need to store a list of available
dates for them. During booking a user will select a date.

•

A Tour is cancelable and there is a cancelation fee associated with it. There may
be other cancelable products in the future.

We realize that there may be similar requirements coming in the future. These features
(bookable, cancelable etc.) can be associated with products in an independent manner.
This makes it hard to model them using inheritance alone (TypeScript allows inheriting
from a single class only). Interface is the right approach here.

N

O

N

interface Bookable {
availableDates: [Date]
}

LY

__1. Create an interface called Bookable like this.

IO

__2. Create an interface called Cancelable like this.

AL
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interface Cancelable {
cancelationFee: number
}

EV

__3. Make the Tour class implement these two interfaces. This is shown in bold face
below.
class Tour extends Product implements Bookable, Cancelable {
...

__4. Save changes.
__5. Try to compile the code. You will get the following error.

That is because right now Tour class does not conform to these interfaces.
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__6. Add these two fields to the Tour class.
availableDates: [Date]
cancelationFee: number

__7. Save and compile the code. Now it should compile.
__8. Write a global method that cancels a booking like this.
function cancelBooking(c: Cancelable) {
console.log("Canceling booking. Charges: %d", c.cancelationFee)
}

__9. Add these lines of code in bold at the end of the file to exercise the cancelBooking()
function.

LY

var t = new Tour(1, "8 hours")

O

AL

test(t)

U
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__10. Remove this code:

IO

N

cancelBooking(t)

N

t.title = "Trip to the Taj Mahal"
t.price = 1200.00
t.cancelationFee = 100.00

EV

__11. Save, compile and run.

A Tour class object can now appear as a Product, a bookable item and a cancelable item.
The last two polymorphic behaviors are achieved using interfaces.
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Part 5 - Generics
Currently our cancelBooking() method takes as input a Cancelable object. Unfortunately,
we do not have access to the original price of the product or the product ID. Without
knowing that we can not properly issue a refund. The correct data type should be a
Product that is also Cancelable. How do we model that? Generics constraints will come
to the rescue.
__1. Change the signature of cancelBooking() as shown in bold face below.
function cancelBooking<T extends Cancelable & Product>(c: T) {

Here T is a generic place holder for a type. As per our constraints, T must extend Product
and implement Cancelable.
__2. Change the body of the function as shown below.

N
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function cancelBooking<T extends Cancelable & Product>(c: T) {
console.log("Canceling: %s (%d)", c.title, c.id)
console.log("Price: %d", c.price)
console.log("Cancelation fee: %d", c.cancelationFee)
console.log("Total refund: %d", c.price - c.cancelationFee)
}
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__3. Save, compile and run. You should see this output.

EV

Generics lets you work with completely unknown data types from a method or class.
Optionally, as we did here, you can put certain constraints to that type. The end result is a
mix of flexibility and type safety.
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Part 6 - Implementing an Interface from an Object
Previously we have seen how a class implements an interface. In TS an object can also
conform to an interface. This comes in handy for type safe programming.
Consider a typical JavaScript scenario where you supply several configuration options in
an object.
configSomething({
directory: "/foo",
file: "bar.txt",
maxSize: 1024
});

JavaScript can not enforce any kind of structure to this object. In TS we can specify that
this object must conform to an interface.

N

LY

__1. Let's say that in the example above directory and file are mandatory fields. And
maxSize is optional. In play.ts add an interface like this to model that.

IO

N

O

interface ConfigOption {
directory: string
file: string
maxSize?: number
}

U
AT

That ? after maxSize makes it an optional.
__2. Add a global method like this.

EV

AL

function configSomething(op: ConfigOption) {
op.maxSize = op.maxSize || 1024
console.log("Directory: %s", op.directory)
console.log("File: %s", op.file)
console.log("Max size: %s", op.maxSize)
}

__3. Call that method like this.
configSomething({
directory: "/dir1",
file: "persons.json"
})
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__4. Remove the call to 'cancelBooking'.
__5. Save and compile.
npm run tsc

__6. Run the code.
node app/play

__7. You should see this output.

LY

Directory: /dir1
File: persons.json
Max size: 1024

N

__8. Now introduce an error by changing the code as shown in bold face below.

IO
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configSomething({
directory: "/dir1",
path: "persons.json"
})

U
AT

__9. Save and compile. You should get a compilation error.
__10. Fix the problem, save and compile.

EV

Part 7 - Review

AL

__11. Close all open files.

In this lab we got a quick introduction to the most commonly used features of TypeScript.
In summary:
•

Variables and function parameters can have strong typing.

•

You can develop classes and model inheritance between them.

•

A class can inherit from only one class but implement many interfaces.

•

Both inheritance and interface implementation leads to polymorphism.

•

Generics are a powerful way to write classes and methods without knowing the
exact nature of the types. This is mostly useful for framework and library
developers who may not anticipate all possible scenarios in which their code may
be used. Optionally, you can define constraints for added type safety.
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Lab 3 - Introduction to Components
Components are the basic building blocks in Angular. They are used to build small
artifacts like a specially styled text box to something as large as an entire page in a single
page application. If we are to compare this with a house then the bricks, rooms and the
whole house can be modeled using components.
If you are an Angular 1.x developer then you will find a component a combination of
directive, template and controller. But the whole is more than the sum of its parts. The
entire architecture is much better thought out.

Part 1 - Business Requirements

U
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Over the next few labs we will build a newsletter subscription form.

EV

AL

In this lab we will build a few very simple components. We will create a stylized text box
with rounded corners and a stylized checkbox.

The goal of this lab is to mainly understand how we can build components and use them
in a page.

Part 2 - Get Started
We will now create a new application folder within the web server's document root.
__1. In the web server's document root, extract project-seed.zip.
__2. Rename the project-seed folder to subscription.
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Part 3 - Create the Text Box Component
Our text box is quite simple really. It's just a regular text box with rounded border. But
first we will just create the component without worrying about styles. Make sure that our
basic code is working. Then we will add styles to the component.
__1. In the html/subscription/app folder create a folder called fancyText.
According to the Angular style guide, each component is created in its own folder within
the app folder. The guide is merely a suggestion but we should follow it as much as
possible. If nothing else it adds consistency. Other developers will know where to look
for files within the project.
__2. In the newly created fancyText folder create a file called fancyText.component.ts.
__3. Within this file add this code to create the basic component.

IO

N

O

N

@Component({
moduleId: module.id,
selector: "fancy-text",
template: "<input type='text' style=''/>"
})
export class FancyText {
}

LY

import { Component } from '@angular/core';

AL

U
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Let's quickly recap the basic process of writing a component. We create a Typescript class
and decorate that with the @Component decorator. At minimum we need to specify the
selector and the HTML template. The selector is the tag used to insert the component in a
page. And the template renders the component.

EV

We also specify the 'moduleId' property. This will allow any URLs used in the
component declaration to be relative to the component. This would allow the component
files to be moved to a different location, as long as they are moved together, without
updating a number of different URL properties. This simplify maintaining the
application as it gets larger.
In this course we will use HTML for the templates because we are primarily interested in
developing web applications. But as you can see the rendering portion (template) is
separated out from the core component logic. This allows Angular to be used to develop
mobile apps in iOS or Android simply by supplying a different renderer and template
language.
Note: HTML5 specifies that a elements with empty bodies should not use an end tag
which is why we use <input …> here instead of <input ...></input>.
__4. Save changes.
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Part 4 - Use the Component
We will now use our component to make sure everything is working.
__1. Open subscription/app/app.module.ts.
__2. Bootstrap the component like this.
import { NgModule }
from '@angular/core';
import { BrowserModule } from '@angular/platform-browser';
import { FancyText } from './fancyText/fancyText.component';

LY

@NgModule({
imports:
[ BrowserModule ],
declarations: [ FancyText ],
bootstrap:
[ FancyText ]
})
export class AppModule { }

O

N

In real life you will rarely ever bootstrap such a low level component. Most of the time
you will bootstrap a single much larger component that implements the entire
functionality of a page. As the labs become more complex you will begin to see that.

IO

__4. Open subscription/index.html.

N

__3. Save changes.

AL

<body>
<fancy-text/>
</body>

U
AT

__5. Within the <body> tag use the component as shown in bold face below.

EV

An Angular HTML page normally just has one tag for the top level component within
the <body> tag. A top level component is the one that you had bootstrapped earlier.
Any other content within the <body> tag gets removed before Angular adds the top level
component to the DOM.
__6. Save changes.
__7. Now, we will compile the code. Open a command prompt window. Change directory
to the \html\subscription folder.
__8. Run this command to compile the code.
npm run tsc
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__9. Make sure your web server is running. Run the 'start nginx' command from a
command prompt in the appropriate location if needed.
__10. Open a web browser and enter the URL:
http://localhost/subscription/index.html

LY

__11. Verify that you see the text box after few seconds. If you don't see the text box
open the console and inspect the error messages.

N

O

N

Note: At this point our HTML template is hard coded within the TS code of the
component. If there is an error in the template you must recompile the code after fixing
it.

IO

Part 5 - Apply Styles to the Text Box

U
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Awesome. We are now ready to make our fancy text box fancy for real. But we will do so
gradually. First we will set the style directly in the template.
__1. Open fancyText.component.ts.

EV

AL

__2. Add the styles as shown in bold face below.
@Component({
moduleId: module.id,
selector: "fancy-text",
template: "<input type='text' style='border-color:black; borderwidth:thin; border-radius:6px; height:20pt;'/>"
})

__3. Save changes.
__4. Recompile the code.
__5. Refresh the browser. You should see the rounded corners.
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Right now the styles are working fine. But there is a problem. The styles are not
reusable. For a large component that includes many other components and HTML tags
this can be a problem. To solve this problem we need to externalize the styles from the
tags similar to the way CSS works. There are several ways to do this in Angular. We will
start by using the styles property of the @Component decorator.
__6. Change the @Component decorator as shown below.
@Component({
moduleId: module.id,
selector: "fancy-text",
styles: ["input[type='text'] {border-color:black; border-width:thin;
border-radius:6px; height:20pt;}"],
template: "<input type='text'/>"
})

The styles property is an array of CSS style rules.

LY

__7. Save changes.

N

__8. Recompile code.

O

__9. Refresh the browser. The text box should look same as before.

U
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Important: A huge advantage of setting styles like this is that these styles are only
applicable to this specific component. Other components can define their own style rules
for input type text. They will not collide with each other. This makes components highly
self sufficient and reusable.

AL

We have improved the way styles are set for our text box. But there's still a problem. In
real life designers will hand us CSS files (or Less/Sass files that are compiled into CSS).
It will be tedious and error prone to copy paste these styles into our TS code. It will be
better if a component could refer to an external style file. We will now do exactly that.

EV

__10. In the app/fancyText folder create a new file called fancyText.component.css.
__11. In the CSS file add this style rule.
input[type='text'] {
border-color:black;
border-width:thin;
border-radius:6px;
height:20pt;
}

__12. Save changes.
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__13. From the @Component decorator refer to the CSS file like this.
@Component({
moduleId: module.id,
selector: "fancy-text",
styleUrls: ["fancyText.component.css"],
template: "<input type='text'/>"
})

__14. Save changes.
Several things to note about the style URLs.
The URL for the CSS file is relative to the component declaration. This is
because of the use of the 'moduleId' property.

•

Styles are private to this component. They will not be applied to other
components.

•

Angular uses Ajax to fetch the CSS file.

•

If you modify the CSS file there is no need to recompile your code. You can
simply refresh the browser. In some cases browser may cache the Ajax request. If
you do not see updates after refreshing the browser you may have to restart the
browser.

N
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N
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•
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__15. Compile and refresh the browser. Make sure that the text box continues to get the
styles.

Part 6 - Import the FancyCheckbox Component

EV

AL

We will now develop the styled checkbox component. Checkboxes are notoriously hard
to style. We will resort to CSS trickery to use custom images to indicate the checked and
unchecked states.
To save time we have already created the FancyCheckbox component. The principles
used were exactly same as we used for the text box. We will now import the component
and inspect its code.
__1. From C:\LabFiles folder copy the fancyCheckbox folder into
html\subscription\app folder. Make sure it is not in the 'fancyText' folder by mistake.
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__2. Open subscription/app/app.module.ts and bootstrap the component like this.
Make sure to change the name of the component being bootstrapped in addition to the
import location.
import { NgModule }
from '@angular/core';
import { BrowserModule } from '@angular/platform-browser';
import { FancyCheckbox } from './fancyCheckbox/fancyCheckbox.component';
@NgModule({
imports:
[ BrowserModule ],
declarations: [ FancyCheckbox ],
bootstrap:
[ FancyCheckbox ]
})
export class AppModule { }

__3. Save changes.
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__4. Open index.html.
__5. Use the component like this.
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<body>
<fancy-checkbox/>
</body>

__6. Save changes.
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__7. Compile.
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__8. Refresh the browser. You should see the checkbox as shown below.

__9. Check the box.

__10. Take a moment to review the code for this component. Ask the instructor any
question you may have.

Part 7 - Review
In this lab we developed a very simple text box component. We explored various ways to
apply styles to this text box.
We also implemented a styled checkbox component.
In the next few labs we will continue to work on this application.
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